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CLUSTER SETS OP ARBITRARY FUNCTIONS IN EUCLIDEAN SPACES 
(Preliminary communication) 
L. ZAjf&EK, Fraha 
Let T be a topological space, f : E^ —* T a map-
ping, M c E ^ , x e E ^ • By the cluster set of f 
at x relative to M , we mean the set of a l l ^ s T 
for which x e ( f"4 (Y) f\ M ) ' for each neighbour-
hood V of fy . The set of a l l ^ m T for which the 
set M f\ i~4(V) has a positive , upper exterior density 
at X - for each neighbourhood V of ty - i s the e s -
sential cluster set of f at .x relative to M . These 
sets are denoted by C ( f , X 9 M. ) and W C f, x , )A ) , 
respectively. 
If U i s an open cone with vertex at the origin and 
X e E ^ f then we denote by H^ the image of 11 under 
the translation taking the origin into x . If f: E^ —+ T 
i s a mapping, then we put 
ACf ) m ix: CCf ,x,E^) 4- n i C C f , * , ! ^ ) . LIH , 
AeCf) m ix s W C f , x , E ^ ) 4- f H W C f , * , ! ^ ) : I t H . 
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Let x^ , x^ , ... f x'^, be a system of Cartesi-
an coordinates in £ ^ (m, ;> A ) , and let £ t £,.*.»,,—* E^ 
be a Lipschitz function* Then the set of all points x e 
c E ^ such that the coordinate* x^, x'% , .*., x'^, «f 
the point x fulfil the equation x^ -» f Cx^f...9 « x ^ ) > 
is called a Lipschitz surface* If a set M c E ^ is con-
tained in the countable union of Lipschitz surfaces, then 
the set M is called a sparse set* 
The open sphere of the center x s E ^ and radius 
H, -> 0 is denoted by X (x , n, ) - A point * € E ^ , 
is termed • F -point of a set M c En , if there exists 
cT > 0 such that for any g, ;> 0 there exist spheres 
X (•* , M,), K. (ty} & ) such that 
X ( ^ , * ) c RCxyM)-lAf Jh, £ e , ^ < : V i t . 
A aet .M c E ^ is termed a P -set, if an arbitrary point 
# e M is a P -point of the set M • A subset of E ^ 
is termed a P^ -set9 if it is the union of a sequence of 
P -sets* An arbitrary P r -est is a set of the first car-
te gory and of measure zero, but there exists a set of the 
first category and of measure zero which ia not a F«r -set* 
This assertion is stated in [3]* 
The following theorems hold* 
Theorem 1. Let P be an infinite separable locally 
compact metric space and let A c E ^ / (m, ;> A ) . Then 
there exists a mapping £ ; E _ — • * p such that A * Ad) 
"m, 
i f f the set A i s a sparse set of type F( & 
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Theorem 2» Let P be a locally compact topological 
space having a countable basis of open se t s . Let f : E ^ - * 
—> P be an arbitrary mapping. Then the set Ap ( £ ) i s 
a Pg. -set of type Tecr& . 
Theorem 3« Let P be a topological space having a 
countable basis of open sets and let £rE^—*• P be an ar-
bitrary mapping. Then the set of a l l points x € E ^ for 
which 
WCf, x , E ^ ) 4- H <W(£,x, Z) ; Z i s a measrurable se t , 
$Z(x) > 0 } 
i s a set of the f irst category and of measure zero. 
Theorem 4. Let T be a compact topological space ner-
ving a countable basis of open s e t s . Let f.-E^ —> T be en 
arbitrary mapping. Then the set 4x : W(£ , x,Cx ,co)) Cl 
f lWCfjx/- co, x )) * 0 i i s countable* 
Theorem 5. Let T be a compact topological space ha-
ving a countable basis of open s e t s . Let f : E^—> T , 
C/rt > 1) be an arbitrary mapping. Denote by D the set 
of a l l x 6 E ^ for which there exist cones U , V in 
E ^ such that WCf,x.U.* ) I) W(f,x, r„ ) » JS . 
Then 3 i s a sparse 8et of type F^^ , . 
Theorem &» Let T be a compact topological space ha-
ving a countable basis of open sets and let f; E*—> T be 
an arbitrary mapping. Denote by J) the set of a l l points 
X € E- for whleh there exist a an angle VL with vertex at 
x less than JT and Jordan ares g?, y issuing from 
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the point iX such that 
9 c M , <y c U , CC£, x , y ) n C C f , x , y ) * / -
Then the set D ia a sparse set* 
Theorem 7. Let H c E 2 be the open half-plane 
in}, > 0} and let p be a local ly compacttopological apa-
ce having a countable basis of open sets . Denote by A the 
set of a l l points x e E^ such that there exists an ang-
le U c H with vertex at the point Cx, 0 ) for which 
WC£,x,H) * W C f , x , R ) . Then A i s a T0 -set of ty -
** *W • 
Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 improve the Hunter's theorem 
from [61 which asserts that for an arbitrary function 
f. £^ —> £^ the set A e Cf ) is of the f irst category 
and of measure zero. Theorem 4 generalizes a theorem from 
[71 • Theorem 6 generalizes the Bagemihl's theorem on "crook-
edly ambiguous points of function" from [IK Theorem 7 imp-
roves both the theorem from [21 which asserts that the set 
A i s of the f irs t category and the theorem from [41 which 
asserts that the set A i s of measure zero* 
These theorems can be proved by means of two general 
theorems on cluster sets which are analogous to the Hunter's 
theorem from [53. These two theorems and the proofs of Theo-
rems 1 - 7 will be published later on* 
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